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Sashiko (åˆºã•—å-•, literally "little stabs" or "little pierce") is a form of decorative reinforcement stitching (or
functional embroidery) from Japan that started out of practical need during the Edo era (1615-1868).
Traditionally used to reinforce points of wear or to repair worn places or tears with patches, making the
darned piece ultimately stronger and warmer,this running stitch ...
Sashiko stitching - Wikipedia
Sashiko is a form of Japanese folk embroidery using a variation of a running stitch to create a patterned
background. Traditionally made in geometric patterns with white cotton thread on indigo blue fabric, the
designs include straight or curved lines of stitching arranged in a repeating pattern that is both aesthetically
pleasing and functional.
Sashiko Patterns, Projects, and Resources
The development of machine embroidery and its mass production came about in stages in the Industrial
Revolution.The earliest machine embroidery used a combination of machine looms and teams of women
embroidering the textiles by hand. This was done in France by the mid-1800s. The manufacture of
machine-made embroideries in St. Gallen in eastern Switzerland flourished in the latter half of the ...
Embroidery - Wikipedia
For so many of us quilting means family and community. Weâ€™ve built memories around our projects of the
time and projects weâ€™ve shared with the people that matter most.
Sharing Memories - One Author's Story and FREE Quilt
Learn about Apliquick applique tools! Watch Show 1912 with Rosa Rojas (free!) Apliquick Rods . Apliquick - 3
Holes Microserrated Scissors Apliquick Ergonomic Tweezers
Search Shows - TheQuiltShow.com
233. RHYTHM AND HUES *$153. E,PC,S16 David M. Taylor. Touch that dial! This free-motion quilting class
will provide you with the confidence necessary to control the tension issues on your machineâ€”there is a
reason machine tension is adjustable!
QUILT FESTIVAL HOUSTON: CLASSES AND EVENTS: TUESDAY
572. TRANSFORMED TRADITIONALâ€”A MANDALA COLORING PARTY *$65. E,PJ,PC,MM Katie Fowler.
Be prepared to recharge your batteries and color to your heart's content!
QUILT FESTIVAL HOUSTON: CLASSES AND EVENTS: FRIDAY
Iâ€™ve been researching slate frames for about sone time, trying to determine what size would serve very
special stitching project. I worked with a designer to create a family sampler using my motherâ€™s and
fatherâ€™s names, my husbandâ€™s motherâ€™s and fatherâ€™s names, plus our childrenâ€™s.
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